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It is often true that dreaming of deceased is uncanny and unsettling but little did people know that dreams about dead people are quite common and usually bring powerful messages to the dreamers. Have you ever experienced dreaming of dead people? What kind of dreams do you have?











You might be curious as to how your dreams of dead people would affect your waking life. Being familiar with your dead people dreams would be useful in handling different situations you face in life. Keep on reading to find out about what does it mean when you dream about dead people.




What Does It Mean When You Dream About Dead People?
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The deceased usually appears in dreams when they have messages and warnings for the dreamers. You may have dreams about dead people which are vivid and realistic and at often times you feel confused when you wake up. Dreaming of dead people can be interpreted in many ways.




Dead people in dreams are representations of your guilt and dissatisfaction towards your life actions. You are aware of your mistakes that cannot be undone. Seeing dead people in dreams sometimes symbolize your self-frustrations and disappointments. Dead people in dreams may also signify danger, and troubles, which can be avoidable when not ignored.




Dreaming of deceased people especially your loved ones is an indication of self-fulfillment. You are about to face triumph over trials and you will be successfully able to receive the desires of your heart. A deceased person you highly respect appears in dream when you are at the period of success in your waking life.




Deceased loved ones visiting in dreams symbolize that you will be able to adapt the admirable qualities of that person which you wanted to mirror in your waking life. Seeing your dead loved ones is also a reminder for the dreamer that Jesus and heaven is real. Dead people appear in dreams to teach the dreamer to move forward with life.




Common Dreams About Dead People Analyse




As mentioned above, there are different meanings of dreaming of deceased people. Digging deeper will allow you, the dreamer, to fully understand the exact meaning of your dreams about dead people. Here are detailed dream interpretations about dead people.




Dreams Of Dead Mother




Mother is the symbol of comfort and guidance. If your mother has passed away in reality, dreaming of her is an indication that you are currently feeling threatened and lost. Dream of dead mother being alive represents a trial in your life that requires the abilities and qualities of your mother in order to succeed.




Dreams Of Dead Father




Father represents power, protection, and discipline. Interpretation of these dreams depend on the feelings and emotions you and your father had. If you are happy seeing your father smiling in dreams, it means that you are living the way your father wanted you to be. If your father is angry and you feel scared, it shows that you are behaving the way you are not supposed to be.




Dreams Of Dead Loved Ones




Dreaming of dead loved ones is also called as visitation dreams. Loved ones who passed away recently or a long time ago appears in your dreams for many reasons. One and probably the most common reasons of dreaming of dead love ones is you miss them. You are still in the period of mourning and are longing for their presence.




Deceased loved ones visiting in dreams is also interpreted as a reminder to always go on the right path of life. Your loved ones usually appear in your dreams when you are starting to lose track of the things happening in your life. It serves as a gentle reminder for us to stay focused and relieved.




Loved ones appearing in your dreams indicate that you have made mistakes in your waking life. You usually dream of your dead loved ones when you often seek advice from them when they were still alive. Dreaming of dead loved ones is a warning for you to change your perspective and behavior towards life.




Dreams Of Dead Loved Ones Being Alive




Dreaming of a dead loved one being alive is a representation of changes and transitions, usually a positive one, in your waking life. You will also receive good news and experience complete changes in the near future. Deceased loved ones visiting in dreams as an alive person shows that something in your past is holding you from moving on. It could be a specific situation, hobby or interest, which you should or should not have done in the past.




Dreams Of Dead Relatives




Dreaming of dead relatives is an indication of major changes in your waking life. It can also mean that you are trying to do and accomplish things the way you think your relatives would do if they are still alive. Dreaming of dead relatives is a reflection of the qualities and emotions you look up to.




There are times when dreaming of dead relatives bring important messages for you or for the loved ones of the deceased. It is best to remember the things you do and talk with your deceased relatives in dreams. It could also be a warning of something good or bad that is bound to happen.




Dreams Of Dead Relatives Being Alive




According to Camille of TEPS, dreaming of dead relatives being alive means you are missing the presence of the qualities of your relatives in your waking life. You may be currently facing a situation, difficult or not, in your waking life which requires the qualities of the relatives you have dreamed of.











Dreaming About Dead Relatives Hugging A Dead Person In Dream




You may have dreams of seeing dead relatives hugging each other or witnessing your dead relatives hugging another dead person in dreams. These dreams are their ways of saying to you that they are finally letting go of all their earthly connections. Dreaming about dead relatives hugging a dead person in dream is also a reminder for you to accept the things happening in your waking life, even if it is exhausting.




Hugging Dead Relatives In Dreams




Dreaming of hugging your dead relatives might be terrifying because you think that you are embracing death and ready to step into the other world. That is not always the case, therefore, there is no need for you to worry when you have this dream. Dreams of hugging your dead relatives bear both positive and negative meaning.




On the negative side, hugging dead relatives in dreams is an indication of betrayal. You may have disagreements with someone you wholeheartedly trust. This dream is also a warning for you to always be cautious in making decisions in your waking life to avoid making mistakes. There is also a tendency that you always feel regretful of the things you could have done.




On the other hand, hugging dead relatives in dreams is an indication of relief. This dream shows that you will soon experience a stress-free lifestyle. If your dead relatives hugged you back in dreams, it means that you will be able to escape your problems in life with the help of solely your strengths and abilities.




Dreams Of Dead Person Smiling




Dead person smiling in dreams often mean positively and negatively. If you have dreams of someone who passed away recently and is smiling, it shows that you are still mourning at the moment but you are advised to accept the reality and move forward with your life. If the dead person smiling in your dreams passed away a long time ago, it indicates that you are living up to his/her expectations when alive.




If the dead person is smiling uncomfortably, it could mean that you are feeling guilty towards that person maybe because you have done something bad when that person is still alive. If you dream of a dead person smiling but still alive in reality, it only symbolizes your fear of losing that person. Dreaming of an unfamiliar dead person smiling signifies either positive changes or serious danger in your waking life.




Dreams Of Dead People You Don’t Know




Dreaming of dead people you don’t know gives the dreamer a hard time deciphering its meaning. These people are probably the faces of someone you just crossed paths with on your daily lives. Dead person’s funeral in dream represents the things concealed by disguise. It could be a person, an object, or a situation, which you did not expect you needed to let go or take away from your life.




Dreaming Of Alive Person Being Dead




Dreaming of an alive person being dead is actually a good sign. It symbolizes the end of pain and struggles of the person you have dreamed of. Being dead in dreams does not always mean death in reality but an indication of the end of that person’s hardships in the waking life.




Also, dreaming of someone who is alive and healthy being dead signifies his importance in your life. You are afraid that something bad might happen to him. It shows your attachment to that person and most likely, you will develop higher level of relationship with the person you dreamed of.




Dreaming Of A Dead Person In A Coffin




To see a coffin in your dreams represent your thoughts and fears especially of death. There are times when dreaming of a dead person in a coffin literally mean a funeral to attend to in your waking life. However, not all dreams related to dead people in a coffin can be literally translated to death in reality.




When you see a dead person in a coffin, it indicates that you may encounter painful situations in your waking life. It could be associated with the person inside the coffin. Both of you may experience unpleasant situations in your waking life.




Dreaming of yourself in a coffin is an indication of depression. It is also a sign to give yourself some time to relax and enjoy life. The best thing to do is to avoid stress by taking some time off and think of the things that are making you happy.




Dreams Of Dead People Asking For Food




The interpretation of this dream depends on how you feel towards that person. If you are dreaming of deceased person you highly respect, it shows that you are a charitable person. You enjoy in helping other people without waiting for something in return. If you dreamed of a deceased person who you are not comfortable with, it is an indication that you will be put in an unwanted situation such as early responsibilities for the family and the like.




Dead people feeling hungry and being able to eat is an impossible thing. If you dreamed if this, you are most likely feeling overwhelmed in your waking life. You are pressured with the responsibilities, situations, and the people around you causing you to think irrationally and impractically.




Death Dream Meaning Conclusion




Dreaming of deceased people is not always associated with physical death. You do not have to worry every time you dream about dead people. Dead people in dreams actually indicate the end of a cycle or a certain situation, feelings, emotions or relationships that have ‘died’ in your waking life. Dreaming of dead people is connected with letting go and releasing all your negative feelings and emotions that are pulling you down.
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Ask a question, get an answer ASAP!
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